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Hyperspectral imagers are standard complement in Solar System
exploration:
 Cassini (Saturn), Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Venus Express,
New Horizons (Pluto), Dawn (Vesta, Ceres).
Ground-based surveys:
 Images of large areas of the sky at several channels
 Sloan, J-PAS, LSST
Many new ground and space instruments are hyperspectral
Large volumes of data (GB to PB) were or will be produced:
 Cannot be visually inspected
 Difficult to process with only traditional tools
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Data must be accessible



Shoving the files into hard drives is not enough



Data products need: Archival, access and visualization







The database must already have lots of fields with the variables
that may be needed.
VO protocols must be followed. Not optional!
User-friendly access and visualization of queries is essential if the
data is ever going to be used.

One (good) example of data access: Virgo

Millenium simulation interface
GAVO (German Astrophysical VO).
http://gavo.mpa-garching.mpg.de/Millennium/MyDB

The problem
An SQL table of cubes with a little metadata?


The usual approach



Queries on metadata (instrument settings, epoch, etc.)



Selects whole cubes



Selections limited to simple criteria (ranges of values, simple
operations on columns)

The usual is not enough
One cube is too large a selection unit:
 Spectra vary a lot in a single cube; only one spectrum among thousands in
a cube may be of interest.
Queries need a lot of variables (table columns)
 Not just metadata: also need to use the fluxes
 Not just simple operations: need to define complex functions
dynamically

Example of not enough:
NASA’s Planetary Data System (PDS)
Imaging Node search
http://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/search/search.html

One example: titanbrowse
Cassini VIMS (Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) observations:
~2x107 spectra of Titan recorded since 2004 (and still going)
All processed data publicly accessible through NASA's PDS (Planetary Data
System):


All the usual metadata fields (exposure settings, geometry on target, etc.)

But PDS was insufficient:
 After several years in the public archive, the first tropical lake was found
only with the use of a new system (titanbrowe)

titanbrowse
~104 VIMS cubes, ~107 spectra


Database with all Titan observations



All the data can be used in queries (not just metadata)



A lot more derived columns than provided by PDS



Allow dynamically defined arbitrary functions in queries



Queries with integrated visualization



Efficient enough to be interactive

titanbrowse: implementation
Does not use traditional databases
• Sets of tuples are not efficient for hyperspectral data.
• Implemented through vector processing of multidimensional arrays.
• Similar to two tables: cubes and spatial pixels (spectra).
• Vertical partitioning since most queries only use a few variables.
• Allows dynamical function defintion in queries (no need to be
previously compiled).
• Integrated visualization.
• Completely implemented em Interactive Data Language (IDL)
• Could be similarly implemented in Python+Numpy+SciPy.
• SciDB (http://www.scidb.org/) could be efficient for its array
processing (instead of tuples), but still lacks dynamically-defined
functions.

Conclusions
Spectral imaging (data cubes) is one of the most abundant kinds of data in
astronomy.
Traditional databases do not provide enough flexibility and efficiency in
queries.
Better served by vector processing of multidimensional arrays in
dynamically-compiled languages.
SciDB fulfills many of these needs, but still lacks dynamical functions.
These are not just theoretical arguments. Example: database of Cassini
VIMS observations of Titan (titanbrowse):
 Implemented in Interactive Data Language (IDL)
 Allowed much more powerful and efficient queries than other systems
 Resulted in the first detection of a tropical lake, unnoticed in data that
had been available for years previously


Possible tropical lakes on Titan from observations of dark terrain.
Griffith, Lora, Turner, Penteado, et al.,
Nature v. 485, n. 7402, 14/jun/2012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature11165
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Dados geométricos:
LAT_0
LON_0
ALT_0
PHASE_0
INCIDENCE_0
EMISSION_0
AZ_DIF_0
OBSERVER_DIST_0
SPECULAR_DIST_0
OT_DISTANCE
SOL_LAT
SOL_LON
SP_LAT
SP_LON
OBS_LAT
OBS_LON

-38.839169
160.40419
102.46656
97.228409
52.578320
89.999977
99.115982
26201.770
93.634842
6338.215
-3.9179378
-156.21873
19.903276
-197.25456
32.293877
111.95390

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude to the surface (0 means the pixel intercepts the surface)
Phase angle
Incidence angle
Emission angle
Azimuth difference between the Sun and the observer
Slant distance from the point to the observer
Angular distance from the point to the specular reflection point
Distance between the target and observer
Subsolar latitude
Subsolar longitude
Specular point latitude
Specular point longitude
Subobserver latitude
Subobserver longitude

Metadados:
REV
SEQ
SEQ_TITLE
PROD_ID
START
STOP
NAT_START
LINES
SAMPLES
PIXELS
SURF_PIXELS
EXPOSURE
IR_MODE
VIS_MODE
DBFILE
CUBEFILE
DBIND
CUBEIND

093TI
S45
VIMS_093TI_GLOBMAP001_CIRS
1_1605808125.14960
2008-324T17:09:20.747Z
2008-324T17:20:43.821Z
1.6058081e+09
24
64
1536
1201
420.00000
NORMAL
NORMAL
covims_0032_ir.sav
CM_1605808125_1_ir_eg.cub
2
1

REV identifier
Sequence identifier
Sequence title identifier
Cube identifier
Cube start time
Cube stop time
Cube native clock start time
Number of lines in the cube
Number of samples in the cube
Number of spatial pixels in the cube (lines*samples)
Number of pixels whose center line of sight intercept the surface
Exposure time
Resolution mode for the IR channel
Resolution mode for the VIS channel
Database file this comes from
Cube file
Index that identifies the database file
Index that identifies the cube in the database file

Banco de dados de observações
Seleção de cubos

Banco de dados de observações
Seleção de pixels

Visualização de cubos

Detecção de lagos tropicais

Busca por (titanbrowse):
Latitude 20°S a 20°N (melhor amostrada, melhores vínculos para RT)
Ângulo de fase < 32°
Incidência/emissão < 45°
Resolução melhor que 15 km/pix
Exposição > 50 s
Resultado: 17% da superfície coberta (out/2004 – dez/2008).

